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Cooker Hood SKUs 17/11/15

Neff D86GR22N0B_SS 60 cm Chimney Cooker Hood - Stainless Steel / Glass

Original

The Neff D86GR22N0B Cooker Hood comes in a contemporary stainless steel / glass colour. The 
D86GR22N0B has 3 variable venting speeds. The D86GR22N0B push button controls are typically 
easy to use and to understand. It incorporates the choice to have recirculation or external venting. 
You will require a ducting kit if venting externally. The Cooker Hood runs at dB. The D86GR22N0B 
has 2 lights. To offer peace of mind the Neff D86GR22N0B built in-integrated Cooker Hood also 
comes with 2 years warranty.

Update

This built-in chimney cooker hood from Neff would look great in a contemporary kitchen with its 
stainless steel and glass design. There are three extraction speeds to choose from, which give you 
the option to select the right level – so whether you’re steaming or frying, your kitchen will stay 
fresh. This model can vent externally so air is pushed outside, or it can clean the air and recirculate it  
back into your kitchen. And with a washable filter, your kitchen will be free of grease too.

Word Count 86

Belling 110DBFLAT_BK 110 cm Chimney Cooker Hood – Black

Original

The Belling 110DBFLAT Cooker Hood comes in a sleek black colour. The 110DBFLAT has 3 variable 
venting speeds. The 110DBFLAT push button controls are typically easy to use and to understand. It 
incorporates the choice to have recirculation or external venting. You will require a ducting kit if 
venting externally. The Cooker Hood runs at dB. The 110DBFLAT has 2 lights. To offer peace of mind 
the Belling 110DBFLAT built in-integrated Cooker Hood also comes with a 1 year warranty.

Update

This Belling built-in chimney cooker hood is 110cm wide, so it’s a perfect choice for a large hob. 
There are three extraction speeds to choose from, so you can be sure your kitchen will be smoke, 
steam and smell free in no time! This model gives you the option to vent air externally if your 
kitchen layout allows or to recirculate internally as clean air. The four washable filters are fantastic at 
removing grease from the air and with two LED lights, it’ll be easier to see what you’re cooking.

Word Count 90
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Neff D86ER22N0B_SS 60 cm Chimney Cooker Hood - Stainless Steel

Original

The Neff D86ER22N0B Cooker Hood comes in a contemporary stainless steel colour. The 
D86ER22N0B has 3 variable venting speeds. The D86ER22N0B push button controls are typically easy 
to use and to understand. It incorporates the choice to have recirculation or external venting. You 
will require a ducting kit if venting externally. The Cooker Hood runs at dB. The D86ER22N0B has 2 
lights. To offer peace of mind the Neff D86ER22N0B built in-integrated Cooker Hood also comes with 
2 years warranty.

Update

This 60cm wide built-in chimney cooker hood from Neff will look great in any contemporary kitchen 
with its stainless steel finish. There are three extraction speeds to choose from to keep your kitchen 
smoke free and smelling great. The external extraction draws in air and pushes it outside. Or if you 
don’t have access to an external wall, it recirculates filtered air, neutralising odours. The washable 
filter prevents grease returning to the air and the two bright halogen lights will give you a clear view 
of what you’re cooking too.

Word Count 90

Bosch Classixx DWA094W51B_SS 90 cm Chimney Cooker Hood - Stainless Steel

Original

The Bosch DWA094W51B Cooker Hood comes in a contemporary stainless steel colour. The 
DWA094W51B has 3 variable venting speeds. The DWA094W51B push button controls are typically 
easy to use and to understand. It incorporates the choice to have recirculation or external venting. 
You will require a ducting kit if venting externally. The Cooker Hood runs at dB. The DWA094W51B 
has 2 lights. To offer peace of mind the Bosch DWA094W51B built in-integrated Cooker Hood also 
comes with 2 years warranty.

Update

This built-in chimney cooker hood from Bosch looks fantastic in contemporary stainless steel and it’s 
90cm wide – making it perfect over a large hob. Whether you’re steaming or frying, there are three 
extraction speeds to choose from to keep your kitchen fresh. This model gives you the option to vent 
air externally if your kitchen layout allows or to recirculate internally as clean air. There are two 
washable filters – preventing grease returning to your kitchen. Plus, the two halogen lights will give 
you a clear view of what you’re cooking.

Word Count 90

Baumatic BT7.3BGL_BKG 70 cm Chimney Cooker Hood - Black Glass

Original

Vent your cleaning worries away. This Baumatic hob is a design icon in the making. It’s tall, dark and 
handsome and will provide your kitchen with all the ventilation it needs. The three variable venting 
speeds give you a variety of coverage, while the top extraction rate of 500m³/hour means you can 
draw all the grease and grime out of your kitchen in no time.



Update

This built-in chimney cooker hood from Baumatic is 70cm wide, so it’ll be perfect above a standard 
hob. It has three extraction speeds to remove a little steam or a lot of smoke. This model gives you 
the option to vent air externally if your kitchen layout allows or to recirculate internally as clean air. 
There is also a washable filter that removes grease from the air, to keep your kitchen fresh. Plus, the 
two halogen lights will illuminate your hob while you’re cooking.

Word Count 84

Baumatic BTC675SS_SS 60 cm Chimney Cooker Hood - Stainless Steel

Original

Take your cooking to new heights. Designed with tall people in mind, the Baumatic chimney cooker 
hood is curved in on itself to prevent you from banging your head – how thoughtful. The 2 halogen 
lights on the front make this cooker hood look futuristic, or space-age if you’re that way inclined. 
With an extraction rate of 750m³ per hour it can service a kitchen as large as 25m². May the force be 
with you.

Update

This Baumatic built-in chimney cooker hood is 60cm wide, so it’s perfect over a standard hob. It has 
three extraction speeds to remove a little steam or a lot of smoke. The external extraction draws in 
air and pushes it outside. Or if you don’t have access to an external wall, it recirculates filtered air, 
neutralising odours. A handy washable filter prevents grease returning into the air, and two halogen 
lights will illuminate your hob while you’re cooking – giving you a better view of your culinary 
masterpiece.

Word Count 87

Bosch Classixx DWB097A50B_BS 90 cm Chimney Cooker Hood - Brushed Steel 

Original

The Bosch DWB097A50B Cooker Hood comes in a contemporary brushed steel colour. The 
DWB097A50B has 3 variable venting speeds. The DWB097A50B push button controls are typically 
easy to use and to understand. It incorporates the choice to have recirculation or external venting. 
You will require a ducting kit if venting externally. The Cooker Hood runs at dB. The DWB097A50B 
has 3 lights. To offer peace of mind the Bosch DWB097A50B built in-integrated Cooker Hood also 
comes with 2 years warranty.

Update

This Bosch built-in chimney cooker hood is 90cm wide, so it’s perfect over a large hob. It has three 
extraction speeds to choose from but it also has a very handy powerful boost function – so you can 
clear smoke and smells quickly. This model gives you the option to vent air externally if your kitchen 
layout allows or to recirculate internally as clean air. It has three washable filters to capture grease in 
the air and three bright LED lights that will illuminate your hob while you’re cooking.

Word Count 88



Belling BEL70CHIM_BK 70 cm Chimney Cooker Hood - Black

Original

The Belling BEL70CHIM Cooker Hood comes in a sleek black colour. The BEL70CHIM has 3 variable 
venting speeds. The BEL70CHIM push push controls are typically easy to use and to understand. It 
incorporates the choice to have recirculation or external venting. You will require a ducting kit if 
venting externally.The Cooker Hood runs at dB. The BEL70CHIM has 2 lights. To offer peace of mind 
the Belling BEL70CHIM built in-integrated Cooker Hood also comes with a 1 year warranty.

Update

This Belling built-in chimney cooker hood is 70cm wide, so it’s perfect for over a standard hob. Its 
three-speed extraction rate is ideal for everyday cooking to remove unwanted smells. This model 
gives you the option to vent air externally if your kitchen layout allows or to recirculate internally as 
clean air. There are even two removable grease filters that can be washed, and with two halogen 
lights, you’ll have a clearer view of what you’re cooking.

Word Count 77

Indesit IHP945CMIX_SS 90 cm Chimney Cooker Hood - Stainless Steel

Original

Easy extraction. The IHP945CMIX stainless steel cooker hood from Indesit is practical and easy to 
use. There’s a choice of external or recirculation venting, making it suitable for any kitchen 
setup.And the extraction rate of 510m³/hr is suitable for most room sizes. There are three speeds to 
choose from depending on what you’re cooking and two halogen lights make sure it’s well lit. With 
modern styling and a simple push button function this chimney ventilation system will fit into your 
kitchen effortlessly. And, with a minimum noise level of 60dB, it’ll do it fairly quietly.

Update

This 90cm built-in chimney cooker hood from Indesit looks fantastic in contemporary stainless steel 
and would be ideal over a large hob. There are three speeds to choose from depending on what 
you’re cooking to help remove steam and odours from your kitchen. This model gives you the option 
to vent air externally if your kitchen layout allows or to recirculate internally as clean air. It’s super 
effective at removing grease from the air too, as it has four washable filters to help keep your 
kitchen fresh.

Word Count 87

Baumatic PV372SS_SS 35 cm Integrated Cooker Hood - Stainless Steel 

Original

Unique looking hood to impress. The Baumatic PV372SS Island cooker hood has a classy circular 
design finished in stainless steel. With three venting speeds and three LED lights, there’s nothing you 
can’t get out of the kitchen and nothing you can’t see whilst cooking. It also gives you the option of 
extraction or recirculated venting, so it’s an extremely flexible appliance to have.

Update

With a modern cylinder look, this Baumatic 35cm wide integrated cooker hood is designed to fit 
above your kitchen island. This model has three extraction speeds to remove a little steam or lots of 
smoke, and it gives you the option to vent air externally or to recirculate internally as clean air. There 



are two washable filters, offering a better removal of grease to keep your kitchen fresh. Plus, the 
three bright LED lights will illuminate your hob, so you can keep a close eye on what you’re cooking.

Word Count 89

AEG Competence DF6164-M_SS 60 cm Integrated Cooker Hood - Stainless Steel

Original

Compact, slim line and powerful.  This sleek cooker hood pulls out when you need it and tucks away 
when you don’t saving you space without cutting back on your extraction power. You can also tailor 
the three different settings to match what you’re cooking. The aluminium filters can also be washed 
and reused as many times as you want without having to be replaced.

Update

This AEG integrated cooker hood is compact, powerful and – at 60cm wide – perfect for over a 
standard hob. There are three extraction speeds to give you the option to vent air externally or to 
recirculate internally as clean air. The two grease filters can easily pop out to be cleaned, preventing 
grease returning into the air. This model turns on automatically when the second filter is pulled out 
and switches off when you push it back in. There are also two halogen lights to illuminate your hob 
while you’re cooking.

Word Count 90

Siemens LB75564GB_MT 75 cm Canopy Cooker Hood - Metallic

Original

Your kitchen companion. The Siemens LB75564GB is a canopy cooker hood that is as powerful as it is 
stylish. At 75cm wide it’s big enough for the busiest hob, plus a 400m³/h extraction rate provides 
real venting power. To combat grease it includes 2 aluminium grease filters that are straightforward 
to clean when you find their getting a bit full. There are 3 power levels, controlled by a user friendly 
slider control and 2 high powered halogen lights, to really help you keep an eye on things.

Update

This Siemens built-in canopy cooker hood is 75cm wide, which would be perfect over a standard 
hob. There are three extraction speeds to remove a bit of steam or a lot of smoke, and gives you the 
option to vent air externally if your kitchen layout allows or to recirculate internally as clean air. This 
model has two removable grease filters, which can be washed to help keep your kitchen fresh and 
clean. Plus, there are two halogen lights that will illuminate your hob while you’re cooking.

Word Count 87

Siemens LI23031GB_MT 60 cm Canopy Cooker Hood - Metallic

Original

Secret agent Siemens. So intelligent and mysterious you might never know it was there. The Siemens 
LI13031GB gives no clue that it’s quietly taking up 60cm of primary ventilation space behind your 
cupboards. It is a telescopic canopy and includes 2 removable metal grease filters. The rocker switch 
control commands 2 high powered halogen lamps and 3 ventilation settings that incorporate both 
direct ducting and recirculation.



Update

This Siemens built-in canopy cooker hood is 60cm wide, so it’s perfect over a standard hob. 
Depending on what you’re cooking, there are three extraction speeds to choose from. So you can be 
sure your kitchen will be smoke, steam and smell free in no time! This model gives you the option to 
vent air externally or to recirculate internally as clean air. It even has two washable filters, 
preventing grease returning to your kitchen. Plus, the two halogen lights will give you a clear view of 
what you’re cooking.

Word Count 90

Candy CFT610/2N 60 cm Visor Cooker Hood - Black

Original

CFT610/2N cooker hood The Candy CFT610/2N Cooker Hood comes in a sleek black colour. The 
CFT610/2N has 3 variable venting speeds. The CFT610/2N slider controls are typically easy to use 
and to understand. It incorporates the choice to have recirculation or external venting. You will 
require a ducting kit if venting externally.The Cooker Hood runs at dB. The CFT610/2N has 1 light. To 
offer peace of mind the Candy CFT610/2N built in-integrated Cooker Hood also comes with a 1 year 
warranty.

Update

This built-in visor cooker hood from Candy is 60cm wide, so it offers great ventilation for a small 
kitchen. You can control the three extraction speeds very easily with a simple slider switch. This 
model gives you the option to vent air externally if your kitchen layout allows or to recirculate 
internally as clean air. There are two washable filters, which are fantastic at capturing grease in the 
air, and a bright halogen light will illuminate your hob while you’re cooking – giving you a better view 
of your culinary masterpiece.

Word Count 90

Bosch Classixx DWB074W50B_BS 70 cm Chimney Cooker Hood - Brushed Steel 

Original

The Bosch DWB074W50B Cooker Hood comes in a contemporary brushed steel colour. The 
DWB074W50B has 3 variable venting speeds. The DWB074W50B push button controls are typically 
easy to use and to understand. It incorporates the choice to have recirculation or external venting. 
You will require a ducting kit if venting externally.The Cooker Hood runs at dB. The DWB074W50B 
has 2 lights. To offer peace of mind the Bosch DWB074W50B built in-integrated Cooker Hood also 
comes with 2 years warranty.

Update

This Bosch built-in chimney cooker hood is 70cm wide, so it’s perfect over a standard hob and looks 
great in a contemporary brushed steel finish. With simple push buttons, you can control the three 
levels of extraction very easily. This model gives you the option to vent air externally if your kitchen 
layout allows or to recirculate internally as clean air. Grease is captured in the two washable filters, 
preventing any returning into your kitchen. Plus, the two halogen lights will give you a clear view of 
what you’re cooking.

Word Count 90



Neff D2664X0GB_SL 60 cm Integrated Cooker Hood – Silver

Original

Integrated design, outstanding ventilation. With high performance and no wasted space, the Neff 
D2664X0GB cooker hood can be integrated perfectly into your cupboard. With 2 easily removable 
grease filters, cleaning is simply a matter of popping them into the dishwasher. It has 3 ascending 
power levels and an extra intensive setting, all controlled by the simple slide control switch. Its 
capable of either extracting air outside of your home or recirculating air around your kitchen.

Update

This integrated Neff cooker hood is 60cm wide, so it offers outstanding ventilation above a standard 
hob. With three extraction speeds, you can remove a bit of steam or a lot of smoke, depending on 
what you’re cooking. This model gives you the option to vent air externally if your kitchen layout 
allows or to recirculate internally as clean air. It has two washable filters to remove grease from the 
air and the two bright halogen lights will illuminate your cooking space, so you can see better while 
you’re cooking.

Word Count 90

Neff D66B21S0GB_BK 60 cm Chimney Cooker Hood – Black

Original

Looking beautiful in black. This cooker hood is going to look really smart with your other black 
appliances. You’ve got 3 venting speeds to choose from, so whether you’re entertaining a group of 
friends or preparing a lunch for one, you’ll always have the ideal level of extraction. Halogen lighting 
is going to illuminate your hob really well, so you can get really stuck into your cooking. You also 
have the choice to either externally vent or recirculate the air too, so you have the flexibility to 
choose where your cooker hood is located.

Update

This Neff 60cm wide built-in chimney cooker hood would be perfect over a standard hob. It has 
three extraction speeds, which are fantastic for removing a bit of steam or lots of smoke – so 
whether you’re steaming or frying, your kitchen will stay fresh. This model gives you the option to 
vent air externally if your kitchen layout allows or to recirculate internally as clean air. With two 
washable filters, it’s super effective at removing grease from the air – plus, two halogen lights will 
illuminate your hob while you’re cooking.

Word Count 90

Neff I89EH52N0B_SSG 90 cm Integrated Cooker Hood - Stainless Steel / Glass

Original

I89EH52N0B cooker hood The Neff I89EH52N0B Cooker Hood comes in a contemporary stainless 
steel / glass colour. The I89EH52N0B has 3 variable venting speeds. The I89EH52N0B push button 
controls are typically easy to use and to understand. It incorporates the choice to have recirculation 
or external venting. You will require a ducting kit if venting externally.The Cooker Hood runs at dB. 
The I89EH52N0B has 4 lights. To offer peace of mind the Neff I89EH52N0B built in-integrated Cooker 
Hood also comes with 2 years warranty.



Update

This Neff integrated cooker hood will suit any contemporary kitchen with its stainless steel and glass 
finish. At 90cm wide, it’ll be perfect over a large hob and will be fantastic at removing steam, smoke 
and smells from your kitchen thanks to its three extraction speeds. This model gives you the option 
to vent air externally or to recirculate internally as clean air. It has a washable filter, which is great at 
removing grease from the air. Plus, four bright LED lights will illuminate your hob while you’re 
cooking.

Word Count 89

Baumatic CAN75.3SS_SS 75 cm Canopy Cooker Hood - Stainless Steel

Original

Powerful extraction kept out of sight. The Baumatic CAN75.3SS is excellent if you don’t want to ruin 
the look of your fitted kitchen. It builds right in to your wall mounted units. It’s extremely powerful 
too, extraction air a rate of 750m³/h – that’s more than enough for even the largest kitchen. There 
are two lights built into the underside of the hob, giving you a clear view of your hob. Plus you’re 
getting washable filters which you can pop in the dishwasher. You won’t have to spend extra on 
replacement parts.

Update

If you’re looking for powerful extraction, this Baumatic built-in canopy cooker hood would be perfect 
for you. It has three extraction speeds to remove a little steam or a lot of smoke – so whether you’re 
steaming or frying, your kitchen will stay fresh. This model gives you the option to vent air externally 
if your kitchen layout allows or to recirculate internally as clean air. There are two washable filters to 
help remove grease from the air – plus, two halogen lights will illuminate your hob while you’re 
cooking.

Word Count 88

Belling BEL70CHIM_SS 70 cm Chimney Cooker Hood - Stainless Steel

Original

Adjustable for flexibility. The BEL70CHIM is adjustable so you can suit it to your ceiling height. This is 
really handy if you have a particularly low or high ceiling. It has 3 venting speeds to clean your 
kitchen’s air no matter what you’re cooking. There are 2 lights as well, giving you a clear view of your 
cooking. With a fairly powerful extraction rate, it’s best suited to a medium sized kitchen.

Update

This 70cm wide built-in chimney cooker hood from Belling is perfect for a large hob. There are three 
extraction speeds, which give you the option to select the right level – so whether you’re steaming 
or frying, your kitchen will stay fresh. The external extraction draws in air and pushes it outside. Or if 
you don’t have access to an external wall, it recirculates filtered air, neutralising odours. The two 
washable filters capture grease, preventing any returning into the air. There are also two halogen 
lights to illuminate your cooking space.

Word Count 90



Hotpoint HSFX_SS 60 cm Canopy Cooker Hood - Stainless Steel

Original

Humble but hearty hoods. Exceptionally good value, the Hotpoint HSFX cooker hood integrates 
seamlessly into your kitchen unit. It has 2 built in lights to illuminate your delicious dinner and is 
capable of extraction and recirculation. The easy to clean filters are hardwearing aluminium and with 
a simple pull of the catch can be placed in the dishwasher in no time. Its subtle design has 3 distinct 
speeds to freshen up your kitchen. It is worth noting that this appliance is larger than most, so 
please check the measurements before you buy.

Update

This built-in canopy cooker hood from Hotpoint is 60cm wide, so it quickly clears the air over a 
standard hob. It has three extraction speeds to choose from, giving you the option to select the right 
level. This model gives you the option to vent air externally if your kitchen layout allows or to 
recirculate internally as clean air. The two washable filters capture grease, preventing any from 
returning into the air. There are also two halogen lights, giving you a better view of your culinary 
masterpiece.

Word Count 87

Candy CFT610/2W_WH 60 cm Visor Cooker Hood – White

Original

CFT610/2W cooker hood The Candy CFT610/2W Cooker Hood comes in a stylish white colour. The 
CFT610/2W has 3 variable venting speeds. The CFT610/2W slider controls are typically easy to use 
and to understand. It incorporates the choice to have recirculation or external venting. You will 
require a ducting kit if venting externally.The Cooker Hood runs at dB. The CFT610/2W has 1 light. To 
offer peace of mind the Candy CFT610/2W built in-integrated Cooker Hood also comes with a 1 year 
warranty.

Update

This built-in visor cooker hood from Candy is 60cm wide, so it offers great ventilation for a small 
kitchen. You can control the three extraction speeds very easily with a simple slider switch. This 
model gives you the option to vent air externally if your kitchen layout allows or to recirculate 
internally as clean air. There are two washable filters, which are fantastic at capturing grease in the 
air, and a bright halogen light will illuminate your hob while you’re cooking – giving you a better view 
of your culinary masterpiece.

Word Count 90

Whirlpool AKR852/GY_NG 60 cm Integrated Cooker Hood - Neutral Grey

Original

AKR852/GY cooker hood The Whirlpool AKR852/GY Cooker Hood comes in a neutral grey colour. The 
AKR852/GY has 3 variable venting speeds. The AKR852/GY slider controls are typically easy to use 
and to understand. It incorporates the choice to have recirculation or external venting. You will 
require a ducting kit if venting externally.The Cooker Hood runs at dB. The AKR852/GY has 1 light. To 
offer peace of mind the Whirlpool AKR852/GY built in-integrated Cooker Hood also comes with a 1 
year warranty.



Update

This Whirlpool cooker hood looks modern in neutral grey, and at 60cm wide it’ll be perfect over a 
standard hob. You can control the three ventilation speeds with the simple slider switch, making it 
very easy to use. This model gives you the option to vent air externally if your kitchen layout allows 
or to recirculate internally as clean air. The washable filter is great at removing grease from the air, 
keeping your kitchen fresh. There is also a halogen light to illuminate your hob while you’re cooking.

Word Count 88


